Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The way of getting selective spin transmission through a conducting junction has always been an interesting topic in the subject of spintronics^[@CR1],[@CR2]^. The most common route of generating polarized spin currents is the use of ferromagnetic electrodes^[@CR3],[@CR4]^ though it has strong limitations due to resistivity mismatch^[@CR5]^. Utilizing a simple quantum dot (QD) driven by radio frequency gate voltages one can also get polarized spin current in presence of moderate in-plane magnetic field^[@CR6],[@CR7]^.

For purposeful design of spintronics devices like spin filters, spin transistors, single spin memories, solid state qubits, etc., the generation of polarized spin current is not the only requirement, but its proper regulation is highly significant^[@CR8]--[@CR10]^. Some intrinsic properties, for example, spin-orbit (SO) interaction which couples electron's spin to the charge degree of freedom provides deeper insight^[@CR11]--[@CR15]^ for generating polarized spin current. Usually two types of SO interactions, namely Rashba^[@CR16]^ and Dresselhaus^[@CR17]^, are encountered in solid state materials, out of which Rashba SO coupling, originated from the lacking of structural symmetry, plays the key role for selective spin transfer as one can regulate its coupling strength by external gate potential^[@CR18],[@CR19]^.

For the *three-terminal case* where a bridging material is connected with three electrodes this approach is highly appreciated^[@CR20]--[@CR23]^. Whereas for the *two-terminal system* only SO coupling is not capable for producing polarized spin currents as it does not break the Kramer's degeneracy between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|-k\downarrow \rangle $$\end{document}$ states^[@CR24],[@CR25]^. Thus one has to incorporate magnetic impurities or magnetic field to achieve this goal^[@CR26]^ which essentially brings the difficulty as confining a strong magnetic field in a nano-scale region such as quantum dot or nano-ring is not so trivial.

Few other approaches have also been discussed to achieve higher degree of spin polarization. For instance, an organic polymer coupled to a quantum wire can exhibit selective spin transmission^[@CR27]^ where the spin polarization is manipulated by an external gate voltage, instead of external magnetic field. In another work, Lindelof *et al*., have proposed^[@CR28]^ spin reversal in a QD coupled to ferromagnetic leads by purely electrical means which provides the fundamental importance of designing spintronics devices. Recently one of the authors of us has also shown that controlled spin dependent transport can be obtained^[@CR29]^ through a magnetic quantum wire coupled to a magnetic quantum ring in presence of in-plane electric field. This in-plane electric field regulates electronic transport through the junction in a controlled way.

Till date many works have been done both theoretically as well as experimentally and have already revealed several unique features^[@CR27]--[@CR44]^ of spin selective transmission. *But very less amount of these works have discussed the fact of externally controlled selective spin transfer through a nano-junction which is highly significant in designing controlled spintronics devices*. This essentially motivates us, and in the present work we intend to explore a possible route of getting externally controlled spin dependent transport.

We consider a simple two-terminal junction, where the bridging system is a magnetic quantum ring. A finite modulation in site energy (described by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\varphi }}_{\nu }$$\end{document}$ associated with this expression plays an important role to regulate electron transmission, more precisely, spin transmission. This $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\varphi }}_{\nu }$$\end{document}$ *can be tuned externally*, which thus suggests a possible route of regulating spin transmission, without directly disturbing any other physical parameters. At the end of our theoretical analysis the feasibility of implementing such a model in laboratory is discussed. Along with this, we propose another way of current regulation by introducing the *proximity effect* of two non-magnetic source and drain electrodes those are coupled to the neighboring sites of the ring (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Due to close proximity an additional coupling is established between the end atomic sites of the electrodes so that electrons can directly tunnel between them^[@CR48],[@CR49]^ including their propagation through the magnetic quantum ring. This coupling which is of course tunable, plays a significant role in current regulation. From our numerical results we see that the present model exhibits a very high degree of spin polarization, some cases it almost reaches to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{100 \% }$$\end{document}$ and at the same time complete spin reversal can be achieved. Our results are valid for a wide range of parameter values, which demonstrates the robustness of our proposition, and we strongly believe that both the two approaches can be implemented experimentally.Figure 1Schematic view of conducting nano-junction where a magnetic quantum ring with continuous modulation in site energy is coupled to two non-magnetic electrodes. Due to close proximity an additional *new path* is established between source (S) and drain (D) electrodes, which is one of the key control parameters of our study. Filled colored circles correspond to the atomic sites where magnetic atoms, having a finite magnetic moment, are trapped. The direction of the magnetic moment in each site is described by the green arrow.

Molecular Model and Theoretical Framework {#Sec2}
=========================================

Model and Hamiltonian {#Sec3}
---------------------

Let us begin with the nano-junction shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} where a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N$$\end{document}$-site magnetic quantum ring is coupled to two perfect non-magnetic semi-infinite metallic electrodes, namely, source and drain. Each site of the ring is accompanied with a local magnetic moment with amplitude $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w\,\cos \,\mathrm{(2}i\pi \lambda +{{\varphi }}_{\nu })$$\end{document}$ i.e., in the form of famous AAH model. Thus the bridging material is essentially a *correlated disordered system*, where the disorder is introduced only in site energy (viz, diagonal correlated disordered model).

On the other hand, the two site-attached electrodes are perfect as well as non-magnetic. Due to close proximity a direct coupling, described by the parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${t}_{C}$$\end{document}$, exists between the two end atomic sites of the electrodes. This strength can be regulated either by changing the separation between the electrodes or by rotating them^[@CR49]^.

In order to write the Hamiltonian of the nano-junction we use Tight-Binding (TB) framework which is extremely suitable for analyzing electron transport particularly in the absence of electron-electron interaction. Within the nearest-neighbor hopping approximation the Hamiltonian of the full system looks like$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varepsilon }_{i}$$\end{document}$ correspond to the nearest-neighbor hopping (NNH) integral and site energy, respectively, in the ring. This site energy ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\,{\boldsymbol{\sigma }}\{={{\boldsymbol{\sigma }}}_{x},{{\boldsymbol{\sigma }}}_{y},\,{{\boldsymbol{\sigma }}}_{z}\}$$\end{document}$ denotes the Pauli spin matrices in ***σ*** ~***z***~ diagonal representation.

The second and third sub-Hamiltonians in the right side of Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} represent the source and drain electrodes, and they are expressed as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Below we discuss the theoretical prescription which includes the calculations of spin dependent transmission probabilities, junction currents and spin polarization.

Transmission Probability {#Sec4}
------------------------

To calculate transmission probabilities we use wave-guide theory (which is very simple to understand)^[@CR48]--[@CR51]^. *The theoretical prescription given below is an extension of earlier studies where spin degrees of freedom have not been taken into account*. Here we consider electron spin and the required steps are as follows.
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With this wave function we can write a set of coupled linear equations from the time-independent Schrödinger equation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Down spin incidence from the source lead {#Sec6}
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Junction Current {#Sec7}
----------------

Once the transmission function is determined, the net junction current for a particular bias voltage $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Spin Polarization {#Sec8}
-----------------

Finally, we define spin polarization coefficient as^[@CR53]^ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Numerical Results and Discussion {#Sec9}
================================

Following the above theoretical prescription now we present our numerical results. The physical parameters those are kept constant throughout the computation are as follows. In the source and drain electrodes, the site energy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${t}_{C}$$\end{document}$ the degree of spin polarization gets reduced, compared to the previous case (viz, Fig. [2(a)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), which is clearly noticeable in the low bias region (Fig. [3(a)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This reduction of spin polarization is expected because of the inclusion of new path which allows in certain percentage to pass up and down spin electrons, avoiding the magnetic ring. This is reflected in the transmission-energy spectra where we get finite transmission probabilities for both up and down spin electrons. So for a particular voltage window both of them are contributing, and depending on the contributing electrons we get a net polarization (which of course is less than $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Under this situation if we incorporate the phase factor $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From the results analyzed so far (i.e., Figs [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}--[4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), we see that in the low bias region down spin electrons dominate suppressing the other spin electrons. An exactly opposite behavior might be observed for other set of parameter values depending on the channel separation, which in principle, is regulated by several factors for the present model.
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In addition to these features it is also observed that for both zero and non-zero values of AAH phase, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To establish the specific dependence of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Finally, we concentrate on spin-flip scattering through this nano-junction. To get spin-flip transmission we have to set a non-zero value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Experimental Perspective {#Sec14}
------------------------

In order to substantiate the proposed scheme of tuning spin polarization via controlling the phase factor $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\varphi }}_{\nu }$$\end{document}$ externally. Thus, a magnetic quantum ring with finite modulation in site energies can be formed through which spin-dependent transport can be tested. The details of experimental realization are available in refs^[@CR55]--[@CR59]^ Before we end, we would like to point out that with the help of interfering laser beams different kinds of aperiodic lattices (our model is one such case) can be formed, but it is very hard to design a setup to map a random disordered model since in this case site energies are no longer correlated.Figure 12Schematic view of a ring-shaped geometry where trapping potentials are formed by two laser beams. In each such potentials (described by black line) a magnetic atom is trapped to form a magnetic quantum ring with modulation in site energy. The source and drain electrodes will be connected at the sites $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The other scheme of spin current regulation by means of tuning $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${t}_{C}$$\end{document}$ can easily be implemented in a laboratory setup. One can do it either by changing the separation between the source and drain electrodes or by rotating them^[@CR49]^.

Summary {#Sec15}
=======

To conclude, in the present work *two new mechanisms* have been pointed out for the regulation of spin polarization as well as spin inversion through a magnetic nano-junction. A complete sign reversal of spin polarization (i.e., *P* = +1 to *P* = −1 and vice versa) takes place by changing any one of the two controlling parameters (viz, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\varphi }}_{\nu }$$\end{document}$ can also be tuned *externally*. Our results are valid for a wide range of parameter values, and thus, definitely an experimental verification can be made along this line. Focusing in that direction, finally we have discussed briefly how the proposed model can be realized in laboratory.

We have given a detailed theoretical description for the calculation of spin dependent transmission probabilities based on quantum wave-guide theory which might be helpful for investigating spin dependent transport through any such magnetic system. The scattering theory presented here is the extension of earlier studies where spin degrees of freedom have been ignored. So, in that context our theoretical prescription based on wave-guide theory involving electron spin is quite new, to the best of our knowledge.

In our forthcoming work we will analyze the behavior of spin polarization in such a nano-junction where two different phases, namely $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Some Additional Points {#Sec16}
======================

Here we would like to discuss some additional points for the sake of completeness and the benefit of interested researchers.A.In our model we have considered identical strength of all magnetic moments (i.e., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${t}_{C}$$\end{document}$, that can be used to regulate spin transmission through the conducting junction. Introduction of different $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${h}_{i}$$\end{document}$ does not provide any new physical signature. Only the height of the transmission peaks get reduced without changing the polarization characteristics. The same argument also goes to select the other two parameter values ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\phi }}_{i}$$\end{document}$).B.In describing the Hamiltonian of the magnetic quantum ring (Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) we have ignored exchange interaction term between local magnetic moments. So one may ask why we have not considered the exchange term. The reason is that at low temperature this interaction term has very minor impact and does not make any qualitative difference. And the other important point is that since thermal broadening of energy levels is too weak compared to the energy level broadening caused by ring-to-electrode coupling, even moderate temperature are expected to have a very little impact on our qualitative predictions^[@CR52]^. Therefore only zero temperature has been considered here. Naturally at zero temperature we can ignore this interaction term.C.It is well known that Rashba SO coupling is responsible for spin-flip scattering. So the question naturally comes can we expect similar kind of characteristic features, as discussed above, if we replace the magnetic quantum ring by a Rashba ring. The answer is of course no. The first thing is that in a two-terminal system only SO coupling is not responsible for producing polarized spin currents. We have to apply a magnetic field to break the Kramer's degeneracy, and confining of a magnetic field in a small sized ring is always a difficult task. This part has already been discussed in the introduction.The other point is that it is very hard to design a Rashba ring considering such a deterministic disordered potential in experiment, whereas magnetic atomic sites can easily be trapped optically. The Rashba term appears because of the asymmetry in the confining potential. So the mechanism is completely different and we do not know whether it is at all possible to design a Rashba ring by constructing a potential profile with the help of two interfering laser beams. May be a theoretical analysis can be done using a two-terminal Rashba ring in presence of magnetic field or considering a three-terminal Rashba ring (where magnetic field is no longer required to get spin polarization in outgoing leads) by this same prescription, but question may arise how to design such a model experimentally.D.Throughout the numerical analysis we set a specific parameter values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w$$\end{document}$ then disorder strength will be increased which means electronic states will be less conducting, as expected in correlated disordered systems. Accordingly peak heights in transmission spectra get reduced. So eventually for large enough disorder strength ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w\gg t$$\end{document}$) all states of the ring will be almost localized. Under this situation electrons will not enter into the ring geometry. But due to the additional shunting path, which is incorporated by considering a coupling between two electrodes, electron can easily hop from source to drain, avoiding the localized regime i.e., the ring geometry. As the electrons are not entering into the ring they will not experience any spin-dependent scattering and hence for this large enough $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We can also think the above situation in other way. Suppose we fix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w$$\end{document}$ gets decreased. In this case electron will try to move through the ring, and there are two possible paths in the ring. So in total three possible paths: two arms in the ring (say upper and lower arms) and the third one is the shunting path. Thus combined interference effect will be there which again analogous to the change of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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